### Endocrine
- Thyroid uptake, single study 78012
  - with vascular flow 78013
  - with single/multiple uptake(s) quantitative 78014
- Thyroid carcinoma metastases limited whole body 78015
- Parathyroid planar 78070
- Adrenal, cortex and/or medulla 78075

### Respiratory
- Perfusion lung scan 78580
- Ventilation/perfusion lung 78582
- Pulmonary quantitative function 78597

### Abscess/Tumor
- Localization of tumor, single 78800
  - multiple 78801
  - whole body, single day 78802
  - requiring 2 or more days 78804

### Gastrointestinal
- Liver, static only 78201
- Liver SPE 78803
- Liver-Spleen, static only 78215
- Hepatobiliary including gallbladder 78226
- Gastroesophageal reflux study 78262
- Gastric emptying 78264
- Acute GI blood loss scan 78278

### Musculoskeletal Bone Scans
- Bone and/or, limited multiple areas 78305
- Whole body 78306
- 3 Phase study 78315

### Cardiovascular
- Non cardiac vascular flow 78445
- DVT imaging, Peptide (AcuTect) 78456
- Myocardial perfusion study, single multiple studies 78451
- Myocardial perfusion planar, single multiple studies 78453
- Cardiac Pool (MUGA), single multiple 78472

*These CPT codes represent the most commonly ordered Nuclear Medicine exams. For any coding inquiry not listed please call us at 800-841-4236 ext. 59109.*